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Abstract
Cooperative short-range communication schemes provide powerful tools to solve interference
and resource shortage problems in wireless access networks. With such schemes, a mobile node
with excellent cellular connectivity can momentarily accept to relay traffic for its neighbors expe-
riencing poor radio conditions and use Device-to-Device (D2D) communications to accomplish
the task. This thesis provides a novel and comprehensive analytical framework that allows eval-
uating the effects of D2D communications in access networks in terms of spectrum and energy
efficiency. The analysis covers the cases in which D2D communications use the same bandwidth
of legacy cellular users (in-band D2D) or a different one (out-band D2D) and leverages on the
characterization of underlying queueing systems and protocols to capture the complex intertwin-
ing of short-range and legacy WiFi and cellular communications.
The analysis also unveils how D2D affects the use and scope of other optimization techniques
used for, e.g., interference coordination and fairness in resource distribution. Indeed, characteriz-
ing the performance of D2D-enabled wireless access networks plays an essential role in the opti-
mization of system operation and, as a consequence, permits to assess the general applicability of
D2D solutions. With such characterization, we were able to design several mechanisms that im-
prove system capabilities. Specifically, we propose bandwidth resource management techniques
for controlling interference when cellular users and D2D pairs share the same spectrum, we design
advanced and energy-aware access selection mechanisms, we show how to adopt D2D communi-
cations in conjunction with interference coordination schemes to achieve high and fair through-
puts, and we discuss on end-to-end fairness—beyond the use of access network resources—when
D2D communications is adopted in C-RAN. The results reported in this thesis show that iden-
tifying performance bottlenecks is key to properly control network operation, and, interestingly,
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5access network. Out-band D2D communications, instead, allows increasing the overall through-
put using a different bandwidth than the cellular one. On one hand, using a different bandwidth
grants avoiding the entangled interference management that in-band underlay D2D requires. On
the other hand, out-band underlay D2D communications happen on a not-licensed bandwidth
and it could be insufficient to deliver the Quality of Service (QoS) that a cellular user nowadays
expects. In this thesis we show that there is not a clear winner among in-band underlay D2D com-
munications and out-band D2D communications and cellular operators may choose among those
two options depending on the particular situation at hand. Nevertheless, leveraging the presented
analytical framework, we propose novel mechanisms which improve the throughput fairness and
the energy efficiency both in out-band and in-band underlay D2D communication schemes.
After analysing the performance of D2D communications in RANs, both as a direct link
among users and as a relay methodology, in the second part of this thesis we evaluate the effects
of D2D when the cellular network is already implementing other Inter Cell Interference Coor-
dination (ICIC) techniques. So far, the majority of research efforts have taken simplifying as-
sumptions and tackled interference or low spectral efficiency in isolation. Unfortunately, most of
the resulting techniques have conflicting or overlapping objectives, whose compound effects have
been rarely evaluated. In this thesis instead, we propose an analytical framework which takes into
account a RAN where D2D is deployed simultaneously with Almost-Blank SubFrame (ABSF).
ABSF represents a 3GPP standard technique to partially mute some base stations when ICI is
above a threshold. ABSF mechanism prevents the base station (e.g., the evolved Node B (eNB) of
Long Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-A networks) from transmitting in a specified set of subframes.
ABSF reduces the overall sensed interference and allows for using more efficient Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCSs), achieving higher throughputs. Thanks to the analytical framework pre-
sented, we show how to jointly optimize D2D and ABSF in order to improve network aggregate
throughput or per-user fairness.
Finally, we present a new methodology to enforce fairness in D2D-enabled Centralized-Radio
Access Networks (C-RANs). C-RANs have been proposed as a possible solution to reduce the
management complexity which is due to the densification of access networks. A C-RAN consists
of multiple radio Points of Access (PoAs) performing only signal transmission/reception, a fron-
thaul/backhaul connection and a central data center. The data center manages a pool of virtual
base stations, each representing one or more actual base stations, which perform the majority of
the base-band processing. In case of D2D-enabled C-RANs, the data center is also responsible
of the management of the D2D relay groups. As a result, in D2D-enabled C-RANs flows may
have to traverse several resources before reaching destination. In the wired Internet the resources
to traverse are links and all flows have the same requirement for each bit/s of rate. In C-RANs,
though, the resources traversed by the flows are wireless links and computational resources and
requirements may be heterogeneous. For example, the amount of spectrum consumed for each
bit/s depends on the flow’s radio conditions. In the same way, the amount of CPU/RAM re-






























































































































































modes. Building on the proposed modeling, it was also illustrated a rate-limiting technique able
to select the set of throughputs for the D2D transmitters that are sustainable by the system and
that optimize the proportional fairness of the per-user throughputs.
C. Vitale, V. Mancuso, and G. Rizzo, “Modelling D2D communications in cellular ac-
cess networks via coupled processors” in 7th International Conference on Communication
Systems and Networks, COMSNETS 2015, Bangalore, India, January 6-10, 2015, 2015,
pp. 1 8.
C. Vitale, G. Rizzo, and V. Mancuso, “A coupled processors model for 802.11 ad hoc
networks under non-saturation” in 2015 IEEE International Conference on Communica-
tions, ICC 2015, London, United Kingdom, June 8 12, 2015, 2015, pp. 628 634.
Please note that our COMSNETS’15 publication was also awarded of the “Honorable Men-
tion Award”, i.e., the price for the third best paper of the conference. The organizers of the confer-
ence also invited us to present a poster at the same event. The modeling underlying the analysis
of in-band underlay and out-band D2D was based on the CPS queueing system. The CPS is able
to capture the complex coupling (due to interference or to the MAC of WiFi) among throughput
performance of D2D transmitters. Our contribution to the modeling of CPS was presented in the
following article.
C. Vitale, G. Rizzo, B. Rengarajan, and V. Mancuso, “An analytical approach
to performance analysis of coupled processor systems,” in 27th International Teletraffic
Congress, ITC 2015, Ghent, Belgium, September 8-10, 2015, 2015, pp. 89 97.
In this thesis we also analyzed the possible performance of D2D-assisted cellular networks. In
such a system, D2D communications are used to relay the traffic of users experiencing poor chan-
nel quality in order to improve the spectral efficiency. In our contribution, we analytical evalute
what it would be the achieved throughput and the experienced power consumption by users’ ter-
minals when WiFi-Direct D2D communications are among the viable access alternatives. Thanks
to the analytical framework introduced, we propose an access selection mechanism that maximize
the energy efficiency of users’ terminals. The contribution is part of the following article.
C. Vitale and V. Mancuso, “Energy efficiency in mixed access networks,” in Proceed-
ings of the 19th ACM International Conference on Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of
Wireless and Mobile Systems, MSWiM 2016, Malta, November 13-17, 2016, 2016, pp.
35 42.
In the second part of the thesis, instead, we focus on the performance of D2D communications
when they are jointly deployed with different other optimization techniques. First, we focus on
the possible use of D2D communciations with ICIC mechanisms, such as ABSF. In this thesis, we
first shed some lights, through a simulation study, on the possible gains achieved when users group
1.2 Publications 11
via WiFi-Direct and standard ABSF is in place. Then, we developed an analytical framework to
systematically coordinate ABSF operations when users can group via WiGig. The fundamental
difference here is that the capacity of the groups is much larger than the possible capacity of the
cellular network, and groups are never a performance bottleneck. The analytical framework shows
the intrinsic limitations of ABSF (alone) to improve aggregate throughput (even in heterogeneous
environments), and suggests that ABSF would be much more useful if used to infer fairness. The
results contained in this thesis have been published in:
C. Vitale, V. Sciancalepore, A. Asadi, and V. Mancuso, “Two-level opportunistic
spectrum management for green 5G radio access networks,” in 2015 IEEE Online Confer-
ence on Green Communications, OnlineGreenComm 2015, Piscataway, NJ, USA, Novem-
ber 10-12, 2015, 2015, pp. 78 83,
and they are under submission at GLOBECOM’17. The work has been also awarded of a “Best
Paper Award” at OnlineGreenComm 2015.
Finally, we analyzed a possible technique which allows to infer multi-resource sharing. Multi-
resource sharing is fundamental in D2D-enabled C-RANs. Here base stations only have transmis-
sion/reception capabilities, ad-hoc datacenters perform base-band processing and relay nodes act
as a mediator among the cellular infrastructure and the final destination of a traffic flow. In multi-
resource sharing, depending on the requirements of the flows, any of the resources may represent
the performance bottleneck of traffic flows and it is of fundamental importance to infer end-to-end
fairness. The related results have been published in the following article.
T. Bonald, J. Roberts, and C. Vitale, “Convergence to multi-resource fairness under
end to end window control,” The 36th Annual IEEE International Conference on Com-





































































2.1 Related Work 15
assumption of traffic stationarity. [39] analyzes non saturation in heterogeneous traffic conditions,
but its results still require a complete stochastic traffic characterization to be parametrized. This
has been done despite of the fact that traffic in real networks is well far from being Poissonian
(see [16] and related literature). In particular, traffic from live audio/video streaming exhibits a
periodic behavior which substantially departs from the Poisson model, and which is character-
istic of several known examples of instability [40]. This leaves open the issue of how to derive
valid performance guarantees in out-band D2D communications in realistic settings, when little
is known about traffic statistics. In the present work we propose a different approach, which
assumes traffic to be constrained by leaky bucket arrival curves [14], which limit the maximum
amount of bits which can arrive in a given time interval. As such a traffic characterization trans-
lates into quite loose assumptions on traffic statistics (mainly involving tail probabilities) and it
applies to a large spectrum of practical settings.
2.1.3. CPS Performance Evaluation
Both in the case of in-band underlay D2D and in the case of out-band D2D, we based our anal-
ysis on the CPS model [12], which allows capturing the dependencies between user achievable
rates due to sharing of the wireless transmission medium (mediated by the CSMA-CA mecha-
nisms or the FlashLinQ scheduler) and traffic dynamics, which such coupling entails. CPS is
a queueing system for which the service rate of each queue depends on the set of queues with
ongoing job service [11–13]. CPS is a natural model for wireless communications since the in-
terference experienced by users depends on the set of transmitting base stations. Chapter 4.2 and
Chapter 5.2 show in details how the CPS model also fit for the particular cases of in-band underlay
and out-band D2D we deal with in this thesis.
Due to its extensive possible applications, the CPS queueing system found interest in the
research community. Nevertheless, the available results are very limited. [41] and [42] derive
closed-form necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of a CPS composed by just two
queues with one class of traffic each, assuming Poisson arrivals and exponential service times.
[11] derives a similar result, assuming heavy-tailed file size distribution. For a two-queue system
with time-varying arrival rates, [43] develops a method for estimating the main statistics of the
resulting two-dimensional queuing process.
For larger settings, some of the existing approaches are based on very conservative assump-
tions, which limit their scope and interest. For a specific inter-cell interference limited cellular
networks scenario, [44] proposes an approximation method which assumes that the demands of
all queues but one are smaller than the saturation rate. Results achieved by means of this approx-
imation yield tighter accuracy when the system approaches saturation, but are loose in any other
condition. For CPSs that are already known to be stable, [13] proposes a method for computing
bounds on the moments of queue length, based on a semidefinite programming approach. Among
the available results, those that apply to a generic number of queues rely also on the use of a large















































































18 Related Work and Background
higher implementation opportunity because it requires minor changes in the existing standards.
In [55], it is shown that D2D can be deployed in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks and groups
can be formed with WiFi-Direct. The authors of [21] and [56] propose a practical opportunistic
scheme and a protocol for D2D over LTE and WiFi networks. Following the conclusions of the
above mentioned contributions, the second part of this thesis focuses on out-band D2D commu-
nications. Moreover, as in Chapter 8, D2D techniques are now considering not only WiFi-like
options, but also novel and faster solutions, e.g., based on millimeter-wave communications [57].
In LTE the major source of interference is due to neighboring cell activity, a.k.a Inter Cell
Interference (ICI). As we mentioned in Chapter 1, a common approach to mitigate ICI is to ap-
ply a 3GPP recently standardized mechanism, called ABSF [58]. ABSF coordinates different
LTE evolved Node Bs (eNBs) by preventing their transmissions for a specified set of subframes
(ABSF pattern), where only control signals are permitted. While D2D is attracting the attention
of industrial players, ABSF has already become popular due to its trade-off between performance
improvement and low implementation complexity, as widely shown by [59]. ABSF has been pro-
posed for throttling macro base station transmissions in presence of micro and pico cells. How-
ever, much more interesting results have been shown when ABSF has been adopted for all kind
of cells. Several works focus their research on how to properly design ABSF patterns to limit ICI
and boost network performance, especially in high-density scenarios. The authors of [60] provide
a clear overview about different ABSF proposals, classifying them as (i) semi-distributed, where
a central entity coordinates scheduling resources, through ABSF patterns, while each base station
is in charge of scheduling its users, and (ii) distributed, where each base station makes local de-
cisions on its own ABSF patterns. As we show in this thesis, the first ones are the approaches
which allow obtaining the best results. Only through the knowledge of the performance of all
the cells in a given geographical area it is possible to choose the right portion of time that every
eNB has to blank its transmissions. As semi-distributed ABSF mechanism, [61] presents BAse
Station Inter-Cell Scheduling (BASICS). BASICS is an efficient algorithm that leverages ABSF
to optimally increase the network throughput by serving best effort traffic and guaranteeing an
acceptable level of fairness between users. Another semi-distributed ABSF mechanism is pre-
sented in [62]. In there, ABSF is tuned to guarantee inelastic traffic demand for delay-guaranteed
networks. The authors of [62] tackle the ICIC problem by inspiring a heuristic solution which
provides a near-optimal deterministic ABSF pattern to schedule all required traffic, when content
distribution systems are involved. Another interesting solution, such as [63], deals with hetero-
geneous networks in which a macro base station coordinates the activity of small base stations to
improve throughput performance when sharing a limited area. For a limited traffic distribution,
the deterministic approach proposed in [20] aims to determine the best blanked subframe den-
sity according to a given traffic distribution. More advanced solutions focus on the pattern reuse
which directly guides the ABSF activity pattern. In particular, [64] derives the best temporal
pattern duration, given a set of chosen patterns to maximize the total user throughput. However,
as proved in our work, while some scenarios may adversely impact on the system throughput, a
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pure throughput maximization can lead to highly unfair throughputs. Finally, for what concerns
the class of distributed ICIC mechanisms, [65] presents a lightweight fully distributed solution,
where each base station makes its own scheduling decisions based on a game theoretic approach.
While both ICI reduction schemes and spectral efficiency enhancement solutions, as for exam-
ple D2D, have shown promising outcomes, they have not been evaluated in a real-world scenario
concurrently. The first work which evaluated, only via simulations, the impact of D2D (with WiFi
Direct) and ABSF (with Base Stations Blanking (BSB)) was [66]. In [66], D2D relay speed is
comparable to cellular speed, and the authors conclude that D2D and ABSF in combination can
bring quite limited value added. However, very few analytical insights have been given before
this manuscript on joint inter-cell interference coordination and intra-cellular traffic offloading.
Starting from the same assumptions, in Chapter 7 we present a novel mechanism, Two-
level Opportunistic Spectrum Management for 5G Radio Access Networks (TOMRAN), which
does not ignore the fact that WiFi can be a bottleneck for relaying cellular data. Although the
achievable rate with WiFi is higher than with cellular technologies of the same generation, WiFi
transmissions mainly suffer from poor coordination of transmitters, exhibiting high performance
degradation. Our work differentiates from the related work because it takes into account the
impact of different communication technologies on each other’s performance, and dynamically
adjusts offloaded traffic based on two factors: cluster size and set of achievable D2D rates, thus
shedding light on how the performance is affected.
In Chapter 8, our work completely differentiates from the literature, since we are the first
to analytically study and design a joint scheme to provide high spectral efficiency by leveraging
cooperative D2D opportunistic communications using mm-waves connections, while at the same
time adjusting user fairness by means of ABSF. The D2D physical layer is changed in order
to remove the possibility that the intra-group resource sharing constitutes the bottleneck of the
transmissions in the access network. Even though a compound analytic approach to D2D and
ICIC is completely missing so far in the literature, many other solutions focus on the trade-off
between throughput and fairness using different approaches. [67] and [68], for example, propose
to apply user association and D2D multi-hop offloading, respectively, to achieve such a goal.
Nevertheless, differently from our approach, many changes to the current cellular architecture
should be done in order to implement such solutions.
As final note, recent studies on D2D communications show the feasibility of such schemes,
including opportunistic scheduling requiring control decisions at the millisecond timescales [56].
2.1.6. Multi-Resource Sharing
The concept of multi-resource sharing, used in Chapter 9 has been widely studied over many
years. Specifically, multi-resource sharing by flows with homogeneous requirements has been at
the center of the efforts of the research community. Of particular interest for the present work
is the observation made 30 years ago that network-wide max-min fairness is realized by imple-
menting fair queuing in router queues and performing window-based flow control [69], [70]. This
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claim was proved by [69] for a synchronous time-slotted network model with flow rates con-
trolled by hop-by-hop windows [71]. However, there is no published proof, before this thesis, that
max-min fair sharing occurs with end-to-end window control, as used in Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP).
Our main objective here is to derive the equivalent result in the case of heterogeneous resource
requirements, which also apply to the Centralized-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) access net-
work described in Chapter 1. Explicitly, we show that imposing local fairness at each resource,
i.e., assigning equal shares to each flow, coupled with end-to-end flow control results in a desirable
generalization of max-min fairness called Bottleneck Max Fairness (BMF) [9]. For homogeneous
requirements, the proof that backlogs eventually converge and rates stabilize at their max-min fair
shares was the culmination of several years doctoral thesis work by Hahne [72]. [73] have since
derived a somewhat simpler proof, thanks to their use of a fluid model, but this is still highly non-
trivial and again confined to hop-by-hop window control. It is considerably harder to account for
heterogeneous requirements because the water filling characterization of max-min fairness used
in [71] and [73] does not generalize to BMF.
Many other multi-resource sharing technique have been presented. Ghodsi and co-authors
introduced the problem of multi-resource sharing in compute clusters [74] and extended their
analysis to networks [75]. They advocate so-called Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF). In net-
working applications, DRF requires schedulers at each resource to implement weighted max-min
fairness with the same flow weight applied at each resource determined from the resource which
requirement is maximal. This choice is motivated by a requirement that the allocation be strate-
gyproof : flows should not be able to gain a greater bit rate by falsely stating their requirements.
The plausibility of designing and implementing such a gaming strategy in a context of dynamic
demand in a network setting is highly debatable, however. An alternative allocation that sac-
rifices strict strategyproofness in order to achieve a better efficiency–performance tradeoff, like
BMF, may represent a better solution for nowadays networks. [9] showed that the BMF allocation
always exists and has all the desirable sharing properties identified by Ghodsi [75] except strat-
egyproofness. On the other hand, it has an alternative property called single-bottleneck fairness:
if the network has a unique bottleneck, the allocation is such that each flow has an equal share of
the bottleneck. That this property is not shared by DRF largely explains its inferior throughput
performance. We argue that this difference of performance outweighed the lack of strategyproof-
ness, especially in an environment where cheating is technically impossible (like wireless) or
practically impossible (like C-RANs).
In the wired Internet, bandwidth sharing is realized by means of congestion control protocols
like TCP that react to drop signals received from First-In First-Out (FIFO) buffers. Sharing is gen-
erally fair enough if users implement the same protocol [76] though it has often been noted that
fair queuing implemented in router queues would provide more robust control, e.g., [77], [78].
For a wireless link, where requirements are highly variable, it is generally considered preferable
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atanytime asitscorrespondingqueue intheCPS.Let and betheservicerates
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Figure 3.2: An example of a three-queue CPS, and of an ancilary network associated to it, core-
sponding to the mapping1 ,2 ,3
also ensures that the guaranteed service rate of the trafﬁc coming from the policer is equal to its
maximum arival rate. As a result, the trafﬁc coming from stages does not bufer at
the GPS node and its presence at the dedicated queue is only dictated by the presence of trafﬁc to
serve at queues for fresh trafﬁc at stages .
When present in the dedicated queue, the trafﬁc coming from the policer absorbs part of the
capacity of the GPS node. Therefore, we cal the ﬂow coming from the policerimpairment ﬂow.




The in the computation of is due to the presence of the policer that precedes the ded-
icated queue of the GPS node. Indeed, the second argument of the minimum represents the
maximum output rate alowed by the stage policer, while the ﬁrst argument is the incoming rate
at the policer, i.e., the summation of the rescaled ﬂows coming from the preceding stages.
The role of the scalers is to alow tuning the incoming trafﬁc at each stage. As we show in the
folowing section, there always exist at least a set of values of the scaling coefﬁcients
such that the service rate for fresh trafﬁc at the-th GPS node, i.e., j , is
never larger than the service rate at the coresponding CPS queue . This observation is the key
idea behind the structure of the proposed ancilary networks, and it alows to satisfy Lemma 1.
Let be the matrix of the scaling coefﬁcients of an ancilary network. Hence, given a CPS,








Lemma2.Let beanarrayofNbinaryvariables,suchthatthe -thvariableis ifthe
queueforfresharrivalsattheGPSnodeofthe-thstageoftheancilarynetworkisbusyattime


















































































































































































































































































active.Let bethestatevectorforthequeues to oftheCPS,andlet beavectorof
42 ACPSModelforD2DCommunications
alzerosoflength representingthestatevectorforthequeues to oftheCPS.Ifwe
reorderthelabelsoftheCPSqueuesfolowingtheparticularsorting,thevectorstateoftheCPS




theinterferenceatstage ofalthestageswhichfolow . isequaltothe“worstcase”































































In the last few years, many schemes aiming at enabling Device-to-Device (D2D) communica-
tions in cellular networks have been proposed. In-band schemes either allow D2D transmissions
to occur over dedicated cellular resources (in-band overlay schemes [90]) or over the same re-
sources used by legacy cellular users (in-band underlay schemes [91]). In this chapter we focus
on the latter. Herein, we propose a queuing-theory based approach to performance characteri-
zation of D2D schemes, which captures the dependencies between interfering transmissions and
achievable rates. Our approach is based on the Coupled Processor System (CPS) model [12] we
presented in Chapter 3. Such model naturally applies to D2D systems, as it explicitly accounts
for the achievable transmission rates when the correlation between the service rates of multiple
queues is known. Our approach to CPS performance evaluation enables for the first time a fully
analytical study of D2D communications.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows. We present a novel analytical approach
to the study of D2D schemes in LTE-like cellular networks, which applies to scenarios with one
or more D2D pairs scheduled in the same Resource Block (RB) of a cellular user, or when little
knowledge of traffic distribution is present. By applying our approach, we derive new sufficient
conditions for stability of transmission queues in a D2D system, and we show how to evaluate
the effects of D2D transmissions over cellular user performance. Moreover, we present a compu-
tationally feasible method for the determination of a proportionally fair allocation of resources,
which allows trading the amount of fairness of the solution for computational complexity. Finally,
we validate our results through simulations, assessing numerically the quality of the bounds and
of the optimal allocations derived with our approach. Our results show the importance, in the per-
formance study of a D2D system, of accurately modelling the mutual correlations in performance
























,where isthepathlossatareferencedistance , isthe
pathlossexponent,and isaGaussianrandomvariablewithstandarddeviation ,modeling
theefectsofshadowing[93].Finaly,wemodelcapacitythroughtheShannonformula.Ifa
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Figure 4.1: Use of resources in D2D in-band underlay systems.
per-RB SNR target, thus coping with path loss and shadowing at the receiver side. As a result,
due to the proximity of transmiter and receiver in D2D, the transmission power used by D2D
communications is typicaly smal and generates litle interference. Such interference becomes
relevant in particularly dense scenarios, which are becoming real in today’s networks. Dense sce-
narios are also the target of this chapter. Therefore, diferently from many works available in the
literature, we wil not neglect the interference caused by D2D transmissions to other concurent
D2D and celular transmissions.
4.1.1. A D2D In-band Underlay Scheme for LTE
In in-band underlay D2D transmission, a D2D pair can be scheduled by the eNB on the
same RBs that are assigned to celular transmiters, or to other D2D pairs. Fig. 4.1 represents an
example of radio resource utilization of in-band underlay D2D communication.
The particular resource scheduling policy we consider is a variation over the one proposed in
FlashLinQ [15]. FlashLinQ is a state-of-the-art PHY-MAC architecture for D2D that alows the
scheduling of diferent transmiters (D2D or celular) in the same time and frequency resource,
through an OFDMA-like access selection mechanism. The scheduling of the transmiters is per-
formed at RB level and is done taking into account the interference sensed by the receivers of the
simultaneously scheduled transmissions. Nevertheless, FlashLinQ does not distinguish between
celular and D2D users. We believe instead that the UEs have to be considered as primary users
of the celular access network and that the D2D transmissions have to be scheduled without pre-
venting satisfactory performance for celular users. We introduce therefore a two-tier scheduling
policy of the transmiters, where ﬁrst celular transmiters are scheduled independently and where,
subsequently, the FlashLinQ scheduling policy is applied to the D2D transmissions. The overal







































































(Chapter2,[14]).If istheD2Dpairunderanalysis, istheleakybucketrateand the
burstiness.Thisassumptiondoesnotlimittheapplicabilityofouranalysis.Indeed,inpractical
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Figure 4.2: Non-monotonic scenario, with three transmiter-receiver pairs.
setings almost any source can be described by some leaky bucket arival curve, possibly by means
of some conservative assumptions on the statistics of the trafﬁc (e.g., burstiness of the ﬂow).
4.3.1. Stability Region of the In-Band D2D System
The underlying CPS system for an in-band D2D system adopting the FlashLinQ scheduler
does not necessarily respect the monotonic property shown in Section 3.3. It is possible, indeed,
that a particular D2D transmiter increments its achievable rate when the group of active D2D
transmiters enlarges. To understand why this can happen, we present the folowing example.
The setup is ilustrated in Fig. 4.2 and it is composed by three diferent transmiter-receiver pairs.
We assume a wal is present between pairs and, so that the reciprocal interference among the
two pairs is heavily reduced. Due to the fact that the interference is very low, FlashLinQ always
schedules simultaneously the two pairs on the same RB. The transmiter-receiver pair, instead,
receives the other two pairs signals in line of sight and cannot be scheduled with any of the two.
As a consequence, when the transmiter-receiver pairs and or and have trafﬁc to send, they
share equaly, on average, the available RBs. If the remaining pair turns active, the transmiter-
receiver pair is scheduled only one third of the times (when it occupies the ﬁrst spot in the
candidates ordering ), while the other two transmiter-receiver pairs are both scheduled two
third of the times. In such a setup therefore, turning active a transmiter-receiver pair improves
the service rate of some of the queues in the system, giving rise to non-monotonic behaviors.
For a generic D2D system with pairs and celular users we can obtain sufﬁcient condi-
tions for stability exploiting the analysis for generic CPSs presented in Section 3.5. For sufﬁcient
conditions for stability we mean a conservative bound for the actual stability region, described





,andthegenericsorting of .Foreachsorting ,thefolowing
inequalitiesyieldaconservativeestimateofthestabilityregion:
(4.3)
, and aretheserviceratesofD2Dpair computedasinEq.(3.16)considering












































































































































































TX SystemState Serv.Rate Serv.Rate Serv.Rate
Mb/s Mb/s Mb/s Mb/s
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(a) Position of the devices.





























Figure 4.9: Scenario under analysis.
estimate of the stability region for D2D pairs and the rates achieved in the simulator at the two
extreme positions we studied (position , maximum distance; position , minimum distance).
The bounds on the stability region folow the results in Section 3.5, while the region depicted by
the simulations has been obtained using the same approach as in Section 4.6.1. As expected, the
stability region in the two cases is extremely diferent. When widely distant, the D2D pairs do
not inﬂuence each other and they substantialy increase the spectral efﬁciency of the cel (both
are able to transmit almost in each RB using the maximum rate). When close, the D2D trans-
missions heavily impact on each other, and a smal increase of the demand of one of the two
causes a sensible reduction of the throughput achieved by the other. Regarding the quality of the
stability region achieved analyticaly, the diference of the areas shown in the picture is
and , when the D2D transmiters are in position and , respectively. We also evaluated
64 ModelingIn-BandD2DCommunicationsviaD2D


















































































































































































transmiters Mean Conf.Int. Mean Conf.Int.
3 2.53 2.38-2.69 2.53 2.38-2.69
4 2.57 2.45-2.71 2.58 2.45-2.72
5 2.34 2.21-2.47 2.35 2.22-2.47
6 2.21 2.02-2.41 2.23 2.04-2.43
Table4.4:Heuristicvs.BruteForce:Complexity
D2D Mean#ofNetworks Conﬁdence Networks
transmiters (Heuristic) Interval Available
3 3.44 3.36-3.52 6
4 4.60 4.36-4.84 24
5 9.56 8.95-10.18 120
6 11.70 10.49-12.92 720
8 22.70 20.52-24.88 40320
D2D Mean#ofBranches Conﬁdence Branches
transmiters (Heuristic) Interval Available
3 2.00 2.00-2.00 2
4 1.99 1.90-2.07 4
5 2.74 2.56-2.93 8
6 2.85 2.55-3.15 16























D2D Mean Conf. Mean Conf.
transmiters Sat. Interval Opt. Interval
3 2.32 2.11-2.54 2.53 2.37-2.68
4 2.28 2.06-2.50 2.57 2.44-2.70
5 1.98 1.80-2.17 2.34 2.21-2.47
6 1.74 1.39-2.09 2.21 2.01-2.41
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Chapter 5
A CPS Model for 802.11 Out-band D2D
Communications
Wireless mesh networks based on IEEE802.11 are nowadays an inexpensive, well widespread
solution to easily, effectively and wirelessly connect entire cities. Thanks to such pervasiveness,
they are poised to play a central role in many “Internet of Thing” application scenarios, with
very diverse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Many of those application, as for exam-
ple Machine to Machine communications, have been also proposed to be integrated within the
next generation of cellular networks for an easy and always-on user experience [97]. Out-band
IEEE802.11 Device-to-Device (D2D) communications may therefore become a common practice
in cellular networks and, as we show in Chapter 6 and in the second part of this thesis, become a
crucial mechanism to improve their performance.
The wide deployment and the potentials of out-band IEEE802.11 D2D communications
makes it crucial to develop models for analytical performance study of such networks. Empir-
ical studies in complex environments hardly give clear indications of the general properties of
wireless mesh networks. In the state of the art, performance analysis of the 802.11 Carrier Sense
Multiple Access - Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) mechanism has traditionally focused on sat-
urated traffic assumptions [10]. Many of the available results for non-saturated conditions do not
capture the effects of traffic dynamics on system performance.
In this chapter we propose a different approach, which is based on a Coupled Processor
System (CPS) modeling of the IEEE802.11 MAC behavior. Contrarily to the state of the art
approaches, our modeling allows capturing the dependencies between user achievable rates and
traffic dynamics, due to sharing of the wireless transmission medium (mediated by the CSMA-CA
mechanisms). For the analysis of the underlying CPS modeling of the IEEE802.11 MAC, we use
the approach proposed in Chapter 3.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows.
We present an analytical approach to the study of IEEE802.11 networks under non-

























































































































































































































































































Opt.technique 3Nodes 4Nodes 5Nodes 6Nodes
Ex.Search 3.4690 3.0688 2.8034 2.3933
Heuristic 3.4690 3.0590 2.7879 2.3630
Diference 0 -0.32% -0.55% -1.27%
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Figure 6.1: SDN-controled mixed access network.
UE can become GO and form and manage a single WiFi-Direct group to receive and transmit
uplink and downlink trafﬁc of al the users (GMs) accessing the network through that GO. D2D
transmissions in a WiFi-Direct group use frequencies and therefore do not interfere with
celular communications. Nevertheless, diferent groups, as wel as diferent APs, can be assigned
to the same channel and contend for the same resources.
Unfortunately, and celular resources are limited and it is possible that GOs are not
able to relay al the received trafﬁc in uplink and/or downlink. In order to avoid wasting valuable
resources, we assume that in a mixed access network, operators are the ones steering the resource
alocation, both in the celular network and in the channels. In the considered mixed access
network, resource alocation relies on SDN, and a controler has the goal of colecting relevant
pieces of information from the PoAs to enforce trafﬁc policies dynamicaly. Fig. 6.1 ilustrates
the above-mentioned network elements.
Speciﬁcaly, exploiting the knowledge of channel qualities of al the terminals in the sys-
tem, as wel as their uplink and downlink demand, the controler applies the analytical approach
we present in Section 6.2 to estimate the throughput each user can achieve under the curent
PoA association. Thanks to the computation of the achievable throughput of the users, the con-
troler enforces rate limiting at the sources and ensures that no resource is actualy misused. The
SDN controler is also the entity that manages the access selection decisions. In the particular
mixed-access network we enviosion, access selection is performed with the objective of increas-
ing batery lifetime at the terminal side. The algorithm we propose to perform access selection is
presented in Section 6.3.
6.2. System Model
We start by proposing a novel model for the estimation of throughput and power consumption







numberofGMsatachedtotheWiFi-Directgroupmanagedby isdenotedby .If isnot
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where isthepowerconsumedbytheterminalswhenthetransmissionpoweris , isa







whicharealwaysactive. Asaresult,theaveragebitefﬁciencyachieved byeNB inthe
transmissionstouser ,canbecomputedas:
(6.5)























Thebitefﬁciency achievedbyeachPoA ,whichin channeliscomputedin
,isunivocalydeterminedbytheparticulardestination andiscomputedasfolows:
(6.8)
















to aredenotedastheset ,whereas isthesetofterminalswithpacketstoreceive
















































where ispowerconsumedbyan devicewhenidle, and arethepowerscon-
sumedbyadeviceperairtimeunitintransmission/reception, and arethepowerscon-
sumedperpackettransmited/receivedpersecond,and istheaveragepacketlength.Inthe
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MBH: αT=0.5 − αE=0.5
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Wifi First
MBH No Relay: αT=0 − αE=0
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Figure6.4:Performanceof BHconsideringdiferentvaluesof Tand E(with3channelsfor
802.11)whenonlythe30 oftheUEsacceptthe Orole.
and E 0.5 weachievegaininenergyefciencycloseto50 whileachievingcompetitive
aggregatethroughputandfairnessw.r.t.WiFiFirst.Wealsoensurethatatmosthalfofthepower
consumedbya Oisreservedforrelay.WealsonotethatD2Diseytoenableenergyefcient
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Part II : Joint Orchestration of D2D Commu-





Management for 5G Radio Access
Networks
In the first part of this thesis we analyzed the effects of introducing Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications within the cellular infrastructure. The analysis aimed at showing the system
performance when D2D communications were used as a mean of communication among users
or as a relay technique towards the internet. In this chapter, and in general in this part of the
thesis, we analyze the effects of D2D communications when they are used jointly with different
techniques.
Several techniques have been proposed to independently cope with interference or low spec-
tral efficiency in RANs, such as beamforming, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Transmissions
(MIMO) or many others, as shown in [3]. Leveraging some preliminary promising results pub-
lished in [66], in this chapter we propose a novel control mechanism that jointly deals with in-
terference and spectrum efficiency by coordinating intra-cell and inter-cell resource allocation
strategies. We call such a control mechanism Two-level Opportunistic Spectrum Management for
5G Radio Access Networks (TOMRAN).
Specifically, TOMRAN exploits an Inter Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) scheme based
on the Almost-Blank SubFrame (ABSF) paradigm for inter-cell resource scheduling, and an out-
band D2D relaying strategy for collaborative users for intra-cell resource allocation. ABSF repre-
sents a 3GPP standard technique to deal with the interference caused by neighboring cell activity,
a.k.a. Inter Cell Interference (ICI). ABSF mechanism prevents the base station (e.g., the evolved
Node B (eNB) of LTE/LTE-A networks) from transmitting in a specified set of subframes (as
specified in the ABSF pattern information), where only control signaling is permitted. However,
even when subframes are blanked, some physical resource elements, such as the Cell-specific
Reference Symbolss (CRSs), must be active to provide channel measurements and estimations,
hence the term almost blank in the ABSF acronym. This causes some interference that can be
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Figure 7.1: Network architecture.
easily handled by interference cancelation techniques, as proposed in [105, 106]. Therefore,
ABSF alows to use higher Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and leads to achieving higher
throughputs by reducing the overal sensed interference. As we showed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5
and Chapter 6, D2D communications represents instead the key-enabler to cope with low spectral
efﬁciency in the future high-density network design.
Diferently from other proposals, TOMRAN takes into account the real capacity atained by
each technology involved, e.g., Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) [107] and WiFi
Direct for relaying [108], and does not neglect their impact on each other’s performance. As we
already mentioned in Chapter 6, ofﬂoading trafﬁc through a contention-based system, such as
an -based WLAN, may result in serious congestion that dramaticaly degrades the overal
system performance. Conversely, TOMRAN estimates the stability region of the D2D
links and guarantees that the celular trafﬁc is efectively relayed. Indeed, TOMRAN exploits the
results in Chapter 5 in order to corectly evaluate the achievable rates. Making use of such
features, TOMRAN dynamicaly adjusts the amount of the ofﬂoaded trafﬁc.
The organization of the chapter is as folows: in Section 7.1 we present TOMRAN. In Sec-
tion 7.2 we discuss advantages ofered and complexity issues tackled in TOMRAN. Finaly, we
present in Section 7.3 an extensive simulation campaign to quantify the gains provided by a joint
inter-cel and intra-cel resource alocation.
7.1. The TOMRAN Control Application
We assume a multi-cel celular network with frequency-reuse- and users in the network.
We also assume that a SDN-based architecture is deployed in the celular access network, simi-
larly to the one mentioned in Chapter 6. In such architecture, a controler manages a smal piece












































































7.3 Performance Evaluation 109
resource utilization and guaranteeing stability.
First, TOMRAN reduces its complexity when needed. The D2D clustering reduces the num-
ber of cellular users scheduled by the eNB (only one user per cluster, e.g., the relay node). The
selected relay node is the user experiencing the best channel quality in the cluster. When relay
nodes are placed close to the base stations, the useful signal strength perceived is much higher
than the interference due to the fact that signal attenuation grows quadratically or more with the
distance. In these cases, the additional complexity introduced with BSB for enforcing ICIC might
only marginally improve the overall network performance. Thus, both ICIC and relay node se-
lection aim at using channels with limited interference. Nevertheless, the complexity of BSB is
dominated by the number of users in the most crowded cell [22], and therefore it drops when the
coverage area of each eNB reduces. BSB adds complexity to network operations only when the
coverage area is sufficiently large and also relay nodes are far from the eNBs, i.e, only when ICIC
is truly needed.
Second, the complexity of BSB may become significant when the number of relay nodes in
each cell is small while the number of interfering cells explodes. In this case, ICIC and relay
selection work in a quite orthogonal way, leaving to the ICIC scheme the ability of improving
consistently the scheduling of relay nodes potentially suffering from higher interference. As a
result, the complexity of the ICIC technique used in TOMRAN scales automatically to pursue the
optimal achievable gains.
Third, to reduce interference, BSB (as any ICIC scheme) limits the number of transmission
opportunities of the base stations. This objective conflicts with the goal of scheduling relays as of-
ten as possible, to take advantage of their high channel qualities. In turn, the quantity of traffic that
relay nodes can handle is mostly limited by the capacity of the D2D systems. Therefore, rather
than using independent optimizations of relay nodes activity and cellular scheduling, TOMRAN
jointly solves the two problems and identifies whether the system bottleneck lies in the cellular
capacity or in the D2D achievable rates. Specifically, to evaluate whether the traffic received by
relay nodes can be retransmitted using D2D, TOMRAN uses a conservative estimation of the rates
achievable over WiFi D2D links, as in Chapter 5, and instructs the base station scheduler to never
exceed such rates using the proportional fair optimization expressed in (7.1). TOMRAN ensures
an efficient and fair utilization of the resources at the base stations, and frees the highest quantity
of resources, which allows to serve more users. Obviously, it is possible that some relay node
would achieve higher rates than the ones assigned by TOMRAN, which exploits only sufficient
conditions for stability. Nevertheless, such conditions always guarantee that the backlogs of relay
nodes never explode in a cellular network controlled by TOMRAN.
7.3. Performance Evaluation
Numerical simulations have been carried out to assess the system performance. All simula-
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114 Two-level Opportunistic Spectrum Management for 5G Radio Access Networks
cluding relay nodes. Even if relay node traffic is prioritized, it is easy to note that cluster members
do not starve. On the contrary, they receive a higher throughput than what they would achieve with
any other mechanism. Finally, in Fig. 7.5(b) we summarize data rates associated to relay users.
D2D substantially improves the relay nodes’ condition with respect to legacy cellular networks
and with respect to BSB. When TOMRAN is operated, cluster relay nodes’ capacity is fully






































































































1The ncapacityisupper-limitedto Mb/sunderthebestchannelconditions,while WiGigcurently
supportsuptoGb/s,butitcanidealyreach G/swith xMIMOand QAMmodulation.












Figure 8.1: eD2D-assisted celular framework.
8.1.4. ABSF for Fairness
ABSF is a 3GPP time-domain scheduling scheme to prevent macro base stations from trans-
miting data in a particular set of subframes. Blanking decisions are based on interference sufered
in the system, and result in a binary patern that speciﬁes whether a subframe has to be blanked
or not (ABSF patern). Based on the 3GPP standard, the ABSF scheme can be implemented in a
conventional celular system without imposing any constraint on the speciﬁc set of subframes to
blank. Speciﬁcaly, standard guidelines propose an ABSFapplication ratioas a number of used
subframes over the total number of subframes within a patern. Once this ﬁxed ratio is imposed
by anetwork controler, base stations may make random choices to select the speciﬁc patern of
subframes to be blanked.
In order to assess the impact of ABSF, we wil compute the transmission efﬁciency for each
possible combination of active base stations. In such computation, the operation of eD2D-relay
groups is taken in consideration. We name each of the possible combinations of active base
stations asABSF state, and denote it by. We use for the set of base stations not blanked by
ABSF in state , whereas we denote the set of al possible states by, with .
By muting subframes for a subset base stations, ABSF helps to transmit at higher Modulation
and Coding Scheme (MCS), but it cannot help users with inherently poor channels. In fact, ABSF
alone can even lessen the overal volume of trafﬁc served in the celular network if not properly
tuned, simply because some cels are prevented from transmiting.
We go beyond existing schemes, and apply the ABSF paradigm to eD2D-enabled networks in
which bad channels are used as litle as possible and the number of users considered in blanking
decisions reduces to the number of groups. Therefore, with our proposal, we soften the burden
of making ABSF decisions. How often a relay node wil receive data is a consequence of which
ABSF patern has been selected by anetwork controler, which stochasticaly builds the paterns




















vectoroflocations forthe usersofgroup ,the
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Proposition1.GiventheaverageSINR ofuser ingrouplocatedatpositions ,the
transmissionefﬁciencyforgroupiscomputedas:
(8.2)
where isthenumberofbitspersymboltransmitedwhenMCS isused, isthesetof
availableMCSs, and representtheupperandlowerSINRlevelusedtoselectMCS
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Chapter 9
Convergence to Multi-resource Fairness
Under End-to-end Window Control
Up to now, we focused only on the last wireless hop of the Radio Access Network (RAN).
Nevertheless, in the next generation of wireless networks, flows may have to traverse several
resources before reaching destination. Centralized-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) have been
indeed proposed as a possible solution to reduce the complexity of the densification of access net-
works. A C-RAN consists in multiple radio PoAs performing only signal transmission/reception,
a fronthaul/backhaul connection, a transport network and a central data center. The data center
manages a pool of virtual base stations, each representing one or more actual base stations, which
performs the majority of the base-band processing. In the wired Internet the resources to traverse
are links and all flows have the same requirement for each bit/s of rate. In C-RANs, though, the
resources traversed by the flows are wireless links and computational resources and requirements
may be heterogeneous. For example, the amount of spectrum consumed for each bit/s depends
on the flow’s radio conditions. In the same way, the amount of CPU/RAM required for encod-
ing/decoding depends on the number of information bits transmitted per each OFDM symbol and,
somehow, on radio conditions.
Resource sharing by flows with homogeneous requirements has been widely studied over
many years. Of particular interest for the present chapter is the observation made some 30 years
ago that end-to-end max-min fairness is realized by implementing fair queuing in router queues
and performing window-based flow control [69]. Our main objective here is to derive the equiva-
lent result in the case of heterogeneous resource requirements. Explicitly, we show that imposing
local fairness at each resource, coupled with end-to-end flow control, results in a desirable gener-
alization of max-min fairness called Bottleneck Max Fairness (BMF) [9].
Proving this result is hard due to the complex dynamics of per-flow resource queue backlogs.
For homogeneous requirements, the proof that backlogs eventually converge and rates stabilize at
their max-min fair shares was the culmination of several years doctoral thesis work by Hahne [72].
































Consideranetworkwith resourcessharedby ﬂows.Resource hascapacityof units






































































































































Thenewpersistentstateis where if and ,and otherwise.
































































Proof.Wenowfrom emmas3 and5thatthebaclogsofal owseventualystabilieand
Proposition1showstheresultingalocationisB F.

















Theresourcesconsideredherearewirednetworlins. onsideranetwor of linsof
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Proof.Theproofisbyinduction. Weﬁrstprovethatbufersatlinks forﬂows are
drainedatrate andtheirbacklogiseitherincreasingorstable.
Ifthebacklogofﬂow atsomelink islessthan ,ﬂowmustbebacklogged
atsomeotherlink.Denotebytheﬁrstbackloggedlinkinthepathofpreceding.Therate
ofﬂow leavinglinksatisﬁes
Rate istherateinto and,bythedeﬁnitionof , .Thisistrueforalﬂows
using whosebacklogatthatlinkislessthan (includingthosethathavenobacklogbecause
linkfolowssomeotherlinkin intheﬂowpath).












Consider .Ifthequeueatsomelink islessthan ,ﬂowmustbe
backloggedatsomeotherlink.Denoteby theﬁrstlinkinthepathofpreceding tohavea
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, and yielding .Ifﬂowisbackloggedatboth









statesince .Noﬂowotherthanﬂows1to canthenbein sincewewould
require and .Let bethesetofﬂowsbackloggedonly
at2and itscardinality.Thefairshares and thensatisfy
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Solvingweﬁnd,
Therighthandsideismaximizedwhen consistsofﬂows to foraparticularvalueof .
Thesearetheﬂowswiththesmalestvaluesof .Toseethissupposethemaximizing
insteadincludesﬂow butnot with ;replacing by wouldincrease
contradictingtheinitialassumption.Thus,






















implying . As and areintegers,thisinequalityisincom-













































































Finally, we analyzed the performance of D2D communications when used in conjunction
with other optimization techniques. We focused on handling D2D communications when ICIC
techniques are in place. First, we have proposed TOMRAN, a control mechanism that combines
inter-cell interference coordination with intra-cellular D2D-based traffic offloading to enhance
the system spectral efficiency. We have proven that TOMRAN achieves outstanding results with
respect to ICIC and D2D solutions taken in isolation, bringing substantial gain even when out-
band D2D resource sharing limitations represent the communication bottleneck.
Encouraged by the TOMRAN performance results, in this manuscript we have analytically
characterized the performance of a cellular network with ABSF and mm-waves D2D. In such
kind of cellular network, throughput, transmission efficiency, fairness and ICIC can be addressed
simultaneously by means of ABSF thanks to the adoption of ultra-high speed D2D relay tech-
niques such as the ones based on WiGig. Our analysis shows that ABSF alone is not able to
guarantee high average throughputs to all users, although it guarantees cleaner and more efficient
channel transmissions. However, we have shown that ABSF can be used to tune fairness stochas-
tically. We have leveraged the analysis carried out in the manuscript to define two proportional
fairness optimization problems aiming to assign optimal probabilities to the occurrence of ABSF
states, respectively under asymptotic and dynamic fairness targets.
In this thesis, we also argue that optimizing only the last wireless hop in 5G networks is not
sufficient. Indeed, we show the importance of including in the analysis other resources which
are nowadays part of the RANs: backhaul and computational resources. We consider multi-
resource sharing between flows with heterogeneous resource requirements, arising in networks
with wireless links or software routers implementing virtualized network functions, as C-RANs
with D2D support. BMF is a sharing objective in this context that yields a satisfactory efficiency
fairness tradeoff. Our aim in this thesis has been to show BMF can be realized by locally imposing
fair sharing at each resource and performing end-to-end window-based flow control.
In the future, we consider the possibility of applying the theoretical results achieved in this
thesis also to different scenarios than D2D networks. CPS and multi-resource sharing, indeed, are
concepts which go beyond cellular networks. The proposed models can be applied, as we said,
to a large number of D2D transmission modes, but also to multiprocessor systems, to problems
of resource allocation in data centers and, in general, to all those systems where coupling, even
distributed over different resources, is present.
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